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FrommerÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s books arenÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t written by committee, or by travel writers who simply pop

in briefly to a destination and then consider the job done. We use seasoned, locally-based

journalists like Diana Balham and Kate Fraser. Both are born and bred Kiwis who have worked for

the finest newspapers in New Zealand covering travel, culture, cuisine and more. TheyÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ve

checked out all of the country's best hotels and restaurants in person, and offer authoritative, candid

reviews that will help you find the choices that suit your tastes and budget, whether youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢re

a backpacker or on a splashy honeymoon. Most importantly, theyÃ¢â‚¬â„¢re not shy about telling

you what you should see&#133;and what you can skip without regret.This light, portable book

includes a fold-out map, plus detailed maps throughout, with exact pricing, opening hours, and other

important details that will make your trip smoother and less hectic. It features smartly conceived

itineraries for travelers of all types, with fastidiously researched information on all of the outdoor

adventures New Zealand offers. From bungee jumping to spectacular hiking, plus the most

responsible outfitters to use for these activities, this book has it all, from budget to luxury and

everything in between.
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General

Diana Balham has worked as a writer and editor in New Zealand for more than 25 years and has

had the good fortune of being able to include travel writing in the mix for a good proportion of that

time. Born and raised in Wellington, she grew up in an intrepid family of nature-loving explorers so



her passion for travel and the outdoors was more or less a foregone conclusion. Diana now lives on

the spectacular west coast of Auckland with her ridiculously fearless hiking, rock-climbing,

paragliding husband and their equally adventurous young son.From her home in the South Island of

NZ, Kate Fraser has pursued a career in words, initially as a copy director in advertising agencies,

followed by the freelance years as a lifestyle journalist, followed in turn by a number of years as a

section editor for The Press and restaurant reviewer for Cuisine magazine. KateÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s awards

for her work include two Qantas awards, and Culinary Quills from the Foodwriters Guild. Her work

has been published in newspapers and magazines and she is an occasional contributor to Radio

New Zealand. She has travelled extensively and has visited (and eaten well) in well-known as well

yet-to-be-discovered places. Kate resides in Christchurch, Canterbury, NZ.

Just got back and I am so glad I got this guidebook. Not only did it make planning the trip so much

easier (the suggested itineraries and best of lists are brilliant!) but we found the suggestions on the

ground for restaurants, hotels and tours were much more accurate and up-to-date than what we

found on the internet or in the other guidebook we consulted. Plus, the book wasnÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t

as heavy as the other, so we could carry as we toured which was a real boon. I cannot emphasize

enough how crucial this guidebook was to planning a great trip: not only was it thoroughly

up-to-date, but it laid out the information in a much more direct, understandable way than we found

elsewhere (on the internet and in other books, and I looked at a few!

This book it great! It has everything from different types of road trips, 3 day, 7 day and 2 week trips.

Family trips, solo trips, friend trips. As well as individual tips and info about all over New Zealand!

Reasonable book but I expected more information.

Excellent book with many travel tips. It also comes with a medium size fold out map!

with web access worldwide book is slimmer with less info than one I used to travel to NZ 17 years

ago. I like the compactness of a book and am sorry i will have to haul my phone and/or iPad or

laptop to look up bed and breakfast opportunities which used to be prolific before electronics took

over our world. sometimes the simplicity of a book you can leave behind is easier than the wires,

chargers, wifi access codes, the reach of your "carrier" and extra batteries of what we use today.



This book seemed to be trying to sell tours. It didn't have much in ways of points of interest or

anything new that isn't on the internet.

Always like Frommer travel guides, takes the guesswork out of travelling.

Not detailed enough
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